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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM, ITS SCOPE, AND LIMITATIONS 
Stat ement of the n rob l em.-- The p ur po s e of thi s s t udy 
i s t o bring up to da t e a r Avi ew of the re s earc h on test ing 
in t he f ield of ge ner a l science a s taught in t he secondar y 
s chool, a nd t o r evi ew many of t he standar d ized tea t s whic h 
have been constructed i n t his s c i enc e since 1938. 
Scone .-- The l iter ature will be re vi ewed f or in: or mation 
conc erni ng tes ting in genera l science fo r the s e ~ o ndary 
level. In t hi s study by ge nera l sc i ence is meant t he f ir s t 
or introductory c ourses in this f ield a s taught in the 
hi gh school. 
1'he li tera tur e f rom Januar y· 1 , 1938 through December 31, 
1952 was carefully and thoroughly scrutinized for mat er~ al 
on tes t ing tn general s ci ence . 
Proc edur e .-- In this study the following procedure 
wa s utili zed: 
1. The educational bibliographies , a s "Journal of 
Educational Index", t he annual indexes of the 
pertinent p eriodicals such as "School Science and 
Mathematics", "Science Education", and other 
periodicals and bibliograp hies which were considered 
- 1 -
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potential sources, were thoroughly examined for 
all possible refe r ences on the thesis subject. 
2. The references '\!Je re tt1en read ano. abstracts were 
made of all those in the field of inquiry . 
J. From the ma.ss of material compiled on the research 
in testing in general science an organized pre-
sentation of the important material '\'Je.s prepared. 
4 . A list of tests on general science was secured from 
1/ 2/ 
the standard work s on tests by Hildreth- and Bures-, 
from the literature, and from the test publishers. 
5. The tests were secured and a study made t o determine 
the following information concerning them: 
a~ pertinent information inc l uding name,copyright 
date , publ isher, distributor, author's name, 
cost, number of forms, level, time and purpose. 
b. description including content, -,;·:!1.ich 't•n:. s con-
cerned with the number of questions, what they 
attempted to measure ( memorization , use of the 
sctentific method, application of princ i ples, 
etc.) and the appearance of the test (pr inting, 
diagrams, etc .) 
1/G.H.Hildreth, Bibliograp~y of Mental Tests and Rating Scales 
~upplement, The Psychological Corp., New York, 1910, 8~ pp . 
2/0 .. K.Buros, The l>lental Ivleasurements Ye arboolc, Rutgers 
Univer sity Pre ss, New BrunsvJ ick, Ne"r ~Tersey, l9 h9, 67l.t pp . 
The Third Mental Measurements Yearbo ok , Rut gers 
University Press, Nev.i Brunswiclc , Nei•r Jersey, l 9L'·9 , l OLl.? pp . 
3 
c. validity-methode involved in obtaining validity 
d. reliability-methods used in seclJ.ring relia-
bility; reliability coefficient 
e. administration including time of test, directions 
for giving test, and materials necessary for ad-
ministration of t est 
f. scoring- Is coutout stencil or strip key pro-
video.? Is there a table for subtr.s.ction of' 
wrong from ri ght? 
g. interpretation - Are norms nrovided? Where were 
they obtai ned? In what form are they given? 
h. revie111err s conclus ions - summa.ry of S'.tperior and 
inferior characteristics and any other tnfor-
mation not fitting under any of the other cate-
gories. 
Justification.-- In brief, one purpose of testing is 
to determine whether the ins t ruction has been effecti ve , how 
effective it has been and how it can be improved. One also 
can discover t~e 8uperior 8tude.nts by mee ns of e.. st~:md.ardiZeQ 
-cest . One ea.n e.lso compare the progress anc. ability of 
students i.n one localit;r -v.'it.h the }J!'ogress a.nCi ability of 
those of another . 
In recent years numerous standardized tests have 
a9peared in general science. Much thought and research 
have gone into t~e construction of these tests and into 
. testing in the field of general science. This study will 
provide the secondary teacher with information as to the 
tests constructed since January 1, 193S. 
In the first chapter of the Forty-Sixth Yearbook of the 
1/ 
National Society for the Study of Education occur the 
following statements: 
11 The nel~ research literature in science instruction 
needs to be synthesized, integrated, and implemented." 
11 It is important that available research be surveyed 
critically, analyzed, and appraised, and that the 
11 
findings be related to classroom practice." 
This study will bring up to date the research done in 
the testing of general science and review many of the 
standardized tests in this field. 
Factors Measured in Standardized Tests 
y 
When giving a written test in general science, what 
learning outcomes can be measured? The Forty-Sixth Year-
~ book of the National Society for the Study of Education. 
!/National Society for the Study of Education, Science 
Education in American Schools, Forty-Sixth Yearbook , 1947, 
Part I, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, pp.xxl~+300. 
gjibid., p2. 
}/Ibid., p2. 
~Ibid. 
lists the following as learning outcomes in science: 
The objectives for science instruction have been 
listed as being the acquisition of: 
1. functional information 
2. functional concepts 
3. functional understanding of 
principles 
4. instrumental skills 
5. problem-solving skills 
6 .. attitudes 
7. appreciations 
8. interests 1/ 
5 
For the purpose of reviewing the standardized tests 
the author has created the following categories which are 
believed to satisfactorily cover the factors measured in 
the standardized tests: 
1 .. memorization of facts • •.• this would include func-
tional information and functional concepts 
2. ability to apply fundamental concepts and prin-
ciples • ••• this would include functional under-
standing of principles, instrument al skills, 
problem-solving skills 
3· the use of the scientific method, or aspects of 
the scientific method: The following is the sequence 
of the scientific method: 
a .. accurate observation of phenomena 
b. formulation of hypotheses 
c. testing of hypotheses by experiments 
c. statement of theory (a clarified hypothes is) 
6 
e. further testing by means of varied , rep eated 
new experiments including those done by 
many ind.i viduetls 
f. If everl result over a reasonable time 
fits ·~he theory, a 11 l a-r,v 11 me.y be ";·lorded 
g. Classification under 11 lai.rs 11 'Jf all new facts: 
and rep eated test ing by experime::1t. There 
is no 11 law 11 of :)hysical science v.Jhich is 
not subject to change if facts are found 
1•Thich make it false. 
h. New problems often arise, and the sequence 
begins again . l/ 
4. Attitudes •... .... the most important attitudes are: 
a. Open-mindedness ... willingness to consider 
new facts 
b. Intellectual honesty ... scientific integrity, 
unwillingness to cor::1promise ~Ji th truth as 
kno'Tffn 
c. suspended judgment ... scientif~. c control, 
with-holding conclusions until all available 
facts are in, not ge nerali~ing from insuf-
ficient clata 2/ 
]:/J. G .Read, Trl""ePhysical Sciences-1952 .t. Un:9ubli shed Teaching 
Material, Boston Uni versity School of Education, 1952 
_g/National Society for the Study of Education, Sci ence 
Education in American Schools, Forty-Sixth Yearbook, 1947, 
Part I, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, pp. xxi i+JOO. 
CHAPTER. II 
RESEARCH IN GENERAL SCIENCE TESTING 
This chapter describes t he r esea rch carried out i n 
general science testing from J anuary 1, 1938 through 
December 31, 1952. The materiel pre sented in t he following 
paragraphs was obtained by perusing the literature of this 
period in the field of education. 
The most significant feature, in the opinion of t he 
author , on which has been accomplished rece ntly in testing 
in general science has been t he deve l opment of the Coopera-
tive tests. They were in existance before the waE, but 
testing t ook on a new significance dur ing the war with 
the result that the quality of t he standardized tests was 
improved. 
Thousands of students were called into t he service 
with t he result t hat their schooling was interrup ted. · In 
the s ervice many cont i nued t heir studies by taking cours es 
offered through the United States Armed Forces Institute 
( hereaft er called USAFI). Way s of evaluation had to be 
established. Should credit for courses not completed in 
high school, but completed by independent study be given? 
Should credit be given for independent study? If so, how 
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much? And what should be the basis for that credit? The 
only feasible method of giving credit was by testing, and 
this meant the examination of thousands. 
The USAFI set up an examinations staff at the Univer-
sity of Chicago. The following steps were decided upon in 
1/ 
the c onstruction- of science tests at the hi gh school level. 
l. f ormulation of objectives which the student is 
expected to attain in the hi gh school sciences 
2. writing a large number of ex~rcises designed to 
meausre t hese objectives 
3· preparation of tryout forms of t he t est 
4. administration of tryout f orms 
5. anal ysis of results of tryout f orms 
6 . pr epar a tion of two final par allel f orma on t he 
bas is of the anaLysis of tne t r you t f orms 
7. admini stration of the f i nal f orms of ~he t e st 
The r e sul ts of these efforts 1•lere the USAFI examinations 
in sci ence at the high schoo l level . Two forms of each 
test were const ruc ted , one a secret military form, arid the 
other a camnarable civilian form . The USAFI is sued only 
one c i vilian edition of their examinat i ons. Howe ver , the 
1/vJ . Hered and H.A.Thelen·)l 11 The Hi gh School Chemistry Test 
~f the Ar med Forces Ins t itut e " , Journal of Chemical 
Ed uc ~~!on (Oc tober, l 9L•4) , 21:507-514. 
Cooperative Test Service has issued new forms since the 
appearance of the USAF'I Tests, and it is the belief of the 
author that the cooperative testa have greatly improved 
because of the work accomplished by the USAFI examinations. 
The cooperative tests in general science will be reviewed 
in Chapter Five. 
A second signi f icant feature in the opinion of the 
author which has been accomplished recently in testing in 
general science has been the development of the Evaluation 
and Adjustment Series of high school tests, copyrighted 
1950 by the 'Worl d Book Company. Each test in this series 
contributes toward a complete, integrated evaluation pro-
gram for the secondary schools. The Read General Science 
Test of this series affords a valid measurement of science 
teaching in terms of today 1 s objectives. The Read General 
Science Test will be reviewe d in Chapter Five. 
Other standardized tests have bee n constructed, but it 
is t he opinion of the author that they do not come u~ to 
9 
t he level of either the Cooperative or the Read general 
science tests. These tests will be r eviewed in Chapter Five. 
Perusal of the research in testing in general science 
reveals that little ha s been done from 1938 to 1952. The 
next few pages deal with the studies carried on in the 
testing of general s~ience throughout this interval. 
10 
1/ 
Th~ study of \.Vess~ll.-- Wessell- attempted to mee.sure 
objectively and quantitively the contribution of a specific 
science course to the development of the science attitude. 
The elements of scientific attitude measured by his valid 
battery of tests were: 
1. freedom from superstition 
2. ability of the pupil to base his judgement on fact 
3. ability to distinguish between a fact and a theory 
4. the cause and effect relationships 
The experimental group, consisting of 147 ninth graders, 
114 students completing the ninth year science course e.nd 
33 beginning the course, were tested e.t the beginning of 
the t erm with one form of the science attitude test devised 
by the author and at the end of the term t.,i th a second 
equivalent ,forl'jl. '·'T0 1 'Check factors, aside from the general 
science course, which might contribute to the development 
of the science e. tti tude L~O pupils with no prior science 
training were tested. To check the factor of science atti-
tude development in a single grade in a limited time, 29 
eighth grade, 25 eleventh grade and 26 twelfth gre.de students 
1/G :-tvessell, 11 Meas uring the Contribution of the Ninth Grade 
General Science Course to the Develooment of Science Attitudes," 
Science Education (November, 1941) ,2_'5:336-339. 
11 
were t ested. A questionnaire was submitted to the experi-
ment a l group of 147 to check their out of school as well as 
their out of course influences on their scienc e attitude. 
1/ 
vvessell- concludes, 11 •••• from the study it is quite 
evident that the general scienc e course content does 
not permit the proper emphasis on science attitudes. 
Experiments and demonstrations as now organized and 
di rected do not of f er sufficient opportunity for 
pupils to display attitudes of t he mind. Pupils 
are not forced to make judgements and then revise 
them or discard them on the basis of facts brought 
to light in the scientific method. Teachers are 
not directing their pupils to display proper science 
attitude or to employ a method of thinking a s much 
a s t hey e.re to the accumulation of fects or i nfor-
mation. 11 
2/ 
The work of Thelen.-- Thelen- attempted to measure t he 
ability to anply the princ.iples of p hysica.l science by 
breaking down this ability into several aspects. For example: 
1. t o recogni ze new anplication of a k nown princinle 
2. to rate statements as us eful in explaining events 
])Ibid. ,n. 337 · 
2/H.A.Thelen, "Testing by N.eans of Fi l m Slides with Sync hro~ 
~ized Rec orded Sound," Educational and P sychological Measure-
~ents (191.~_5), 5: 33-L!-8. 
12 
3. to predict results of action 
The test technique, utilizing f ilm slides Bnd synchro-
nized recorded sound, achieved more realistic test situations 
than was possible wi th pencil and paper tests where the 
facility of manipul ation of verbal symbols is a factor 
masking non-reading abilities to be measured. The technique 
consisted of the following sequences: 
1. The title of the problem was projected on the screen 
and s tated by a narrator on a record. 
2~ The ~ aituation ,was depicted and described. 
J. The possible responses were presented in pictures 
ana. statements. 
4. The directions were given by the narrator who 
pause~ to allo'~>'J the respondents to indic&.te their 
responses on answer sheets. 
The following advantages of this technique were pointed 
1/ 
out by Thelen:-
1. uniformity of administration 
2. high motivation of respondents 
J. minimization of verbal element with increase validi-
dity of non-verbal objectives 
4. possibility of aupraising some fairly sophisticated 
objectives at a low-grEde level 
1/Ibid. , pp 47-l.)-8. 
13 
1/ 
The stud.l of S!Jlith.-- Smith- attempted to determine 
the relationship betwe en the ability to recall the facts 
of science, t he ability to r eason a s measured b y a pa.rtic-
ular test, end the measured int e l li gence of ni nth ~rade 
genera l science. 
The f ollowing t ests were admini stered to 265 pupils 
i n eight classes of ninth grade general sc \ ence: 
1. r easoning test de veloped to measure the ability 
t o unders tand the relati onship between princip les 
a nd t heir related ideas 
2. test of ability to r ecal l information covering 
items similar to those covered on reasoning test 
J. genera l intelligence test 
2/ 
The fo l lowing conclusions were po t nteo_ out by Smith-: 
1. The abilities meas ured by t he mental test and 
indicated by I.~. are not necessarily the major 
abilities involved in the l earning of t he general 
science material tested. 
2. The ability to recall i nformation and the ability 
to see the relationships between informa tion and 
1/V.C.Smi t h, "study of the Degree of Relationship 
Ex isting Between Ability to Rec a l l and Two Measures 
of Ability to Reason," Science Educa tion (Marc h, 1946), 
30:88-89. -
~/Ibid., p.89. 
14 
related principles are closely correlated. 
J. While it is not possible to say that the ability 
to recall information is sufficient to insure 
understanding of relationships, or vice versa, 
the two seem to b e products of the same lea.rning 
process and are cl osely r elated to each other. 
4. It i s unlikely tha t a type of l e arning which fails 
to produce t he ability to r ecall f acts will be able 
t o produce the ability to see relat ionship s a nd to 
understand sci entific principles. 
1/ 
The work of Alpern.-- Alpern 1 s- work consisted (1) of 
determining t he degree of ability of a selected group of 
hig h school s tudents to test scientific hypotheses, and of 
(2) . evaluat ing certain measurable fac t ors related t o this 
a b ility, namely, i ntel ligence, reading ability, chronolog-
leal age, sex, and previous terms of high school science. 
His method of procedure was to give two tests, the 
first determining t he ability to suggest procedures for 
certain problems and experiments. The second test mee.sured 
t he abili t y to select procedures to test scienti f ic hypo-
theses. Each item consisted of (1) a situation, (2) a 
1/M.L.Aluern, "T6e Ability to Test Hyp otheses," Science 
~ducat io~ (October, 1946), 30 :220-229. 
15 
statement of the problem involved in the situation, (J) an 
hypothesis offered in the situation, and (4) four s uggested 
procedures, one of which was appropriate. 
. . 1/ 
The following conclusions were reached by Alpern:-· 
1. Although not definitely established by this study, 
there seems to be presumptive evidence that the 
ability to suggest procedures to test hypotheses 
depends on the student's habi t of delayed response, 
an element of Ghe scientific attitude. 
2. Science students without practically any special 
training in the use of the scientific method exhi-
bited t he ability to sugge st and select procedures 
to test scientific hypotheses. 
J. The coefficient of partial correlation indicated 
that the relationships bett\reen the ability to 
select procedures to teet hypotheses and chrono-
logical age, intelligence, reading grade and p re-
vious terms ot high school science, respectively, 
were not significant. 
1/Ibid., pp.228-229. 
16 
1/ 
The non-verbal test of Read.-- Read- pointed out 
that, although most science teachers and science texts 
said that the scientific method was taught, there were 
few valid and reliable tests suitable for the measurement 
of e.ptitude or for the measurement of the gain in the 
ability to em9 loy the scientific method. 
2/ 
Read states- t hat , 11 A test of the ability to think 
in the scientific method pattern should require the testee 
to go through the steps of the scientific method in order 
to arrive at the correct solution of the problems of the 
test. 11 
The picture test is a series of sub-tests, related 
in that they are all aspects of environment. All pose 
problems that can be solved through the association of two 
sets of p ictures. There are s even categories, each delin-
eated by four pictures, each of which r epresents a particu-
lar sub-division of a category. The categories are e1ectri-
city, air pressure, chemistry, and mechanics. 
The f our p ictures are mounted on a card vlhich is 
placed in a box. Under each of t he f our u ictures is a 
1/J.G.Read, 11 A Non-Verbal Test of the Ability to Use the 
Scientific !v1ethod as a Pattern for Thinking. 11 Science 
Education (December, 19L!-9) , 33: 361-366. 
2/Ibid., p. 361. 
small bin. From 6 to 18 separate ~i ctures may be ~ icked 
up by the testee, closely examined, sorted , compared, and 
finally dropp ed into the proper bin. The whole process of 
this t est is that of the scientific methoa as a means of 
thoug·ht. 
17 
1/ 
The study of Edwards.-- Edwards- constructed two tests 
designed to measure the ability of high school students to 
think cri tically with the fac t s of science. The first test, 
matching principles with description of phenomena, was f~und 
to b e su f ficiently reliable for use with individuals. The 
second test, c ontaining items calling for judgements as to 
whi ch of two opinions was better in t he light of given state-
menta assumed to be true, was found s ufficiently reliable 
f or group use. Both tests were valid to the extent that 
they did not measure either intelligence or school achieve-
ment. These tests were administered in the preliminary form 
to 200 students in grades 10, 11 and 12. In both forms the 
range in any one grade completely overshadowed any increase 
in the mean score from grade to grade. 
'2./ 
The stud;y of Angell a nd Rasor.-- Angell and Re_sor-report 
1/T.B.Edwards, 11 The Mea surement of Some Aspects of Critical 
Thinking," Journal Expe rimental Education, (March, 1950), 
18:263-278 . 
2/G.W'.Angell , and Vl. ~v.Raso r, "Next Steps in Evaluation," 
Science Teacher (Dec ember, 1950), 17:209-212. 
18 
that the next step in evaluation is to ma1-ce 1 t part of the 
teaching-learning situation on a daily basis. An outline 
of their proposed teaching-learning situation is ·as follows: 
1. Testing materials must be given at the beginning 
as well as at the end of a science course if the 
teacher is concerned with changes in behavior. 
2. Using test materials as a springboard for class 
d iscussions helps the teacher and student focus 
their activities on specific ob j ectives. 
J. Have each student spend a short time at the beginning 
of the clas s becoming involved in malcing r,.;ri tten 
decisions. 
4. Use informal test material in class. This helps the 
student become acquainted with .the course objectives 
as they \17ill eventually be revealeCl. to them through 
formal examinations~ 
5. Administer short quizzes to nrovide a continuous 
teacher and pupil record of individual student. 
6. Analyze quiz results thus giving teacher a true 
picture of the teaching steps required for the next 
class meeting. 
?. Administer tests to enable the teacher to anticipate 
or predict the relative difficulty of attaining the 
identified objectives. 
8. Administer tests to improve teaching techniques. 
1/ 
The work of Woodburn.-- Woodburn-' reported on the modi-
fications and adaptations of objective test items to test 
19 
for the ability to apply principles, recognize relationships, 
translate observations with generalizations, and evaluate 
generalizations. 
1/J.Woodburn--, "constructing Machine Scorable Examinations 
In the Natural Sciences," Science Te a cher (December 1950), 
17:213-217. . 
CHAPTER III 
TECHNIQUES OF TEST EVALUATION 
Standardized teits are being evaluated constantly. 
1/ 
In 1948 Haynes wrote a thesis entitled "An Evaluated List 
of Standardized Tests in Mathematics for Grades 9 to 12. 11 
2/ 
In 1949 Dubins- wrote a thesis entitled 11 A Review of the 
Research in Secondary Chemistry and Physics from 1938 to 
1948 Including Reviews of the Standardized Tests." Several 
methods of evaluation have been used, the principal ones 
being rating scales and criteria lists. 
Rating Scales 
Rating scales eonsist of lists of criteria with a numer-
leal value for each item. However, different people will 
give different values to the same item, and this detracts 
fr om the value of a rating scale. 
1/J.H.Hayne s, An Evaluated List of Standardized Teste in 
Mathemat ics for Gr1:1.des 9 to 12, Un::,:mblished Haster 1 s Thesis, 
Boston University School of Education, 19l.!·8 . 
2/H.I.Dubins, A Review of the Hesea.rch in Testing in Seconde.ry 
Ch~mistr;v and Physics f.!:_C?_m- 193Er- to 194-8 I _ncluding 14 Reviews 
of Tests, Unpublished Ma st er's Thesis, Boston University 
School of Education, 1949. 
- 20 -
1/ 
The following rating scale was devised by Otis-: 
1. Manual ......... 7 
2. Validity ...... 20 
). Reliability . . . 10 
4 . Reputation ...•• J 
5. Ease of Administration (20) 
a. ease of preparation ....• 4 
b. directions . ...... .....•• 6 
c. time limit .............. 6 
d. alternate forms ......... 4 
6. Ease of scoring (15) 
a. objectively ........ 8 
b. key ........... .... . 4 
c. time ...... ... ...... 3 
7. Ease of interpretation (20 ) 
a. J:lQrm~ ..•.•.•••••..•.•...••.•••• 10 
b. directions for interpretation ... ) 
c. class record ........ . ........... 2 
d. r emedial programs .............. 5 
8. Typography and makeup ..•.... 5 
9. Test service ............... 10 
2/ 
Cole and Bergesrode- devised a more detailed and 
complete rating scale which is shown below: 
A Scale for Rating Standardized Tests 
I. Preliminary information 
1. exac t name of test 
2. author's name and position 
J. publisher's name and address 
~- . cost 
5. date of copyright 
6. purpose of test 
1/A.S.Otis, Scale for Rating Tests, Test Service Bulletin, 
Number 1.3, \'l arlo. Boolc Co mpany, Yonkers, New York, 19 26. 
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2/R.Cole and F.Bergesrode, A Scale for Reting Standardized 
Tests, School of Education Record, Volume lL!- , Number 1, 1928, 
University of North Dakota, pp. 11-15. 
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II. Validity (25) . 
A. Curricular (15) 
1. exact field of educational f unctions measured 
2 . age s and grades for whi c h intended 
3. criteria with which material was correlated 
4. do quest ions parallel good t eaching prodedures 
5. how wide is sampling of i mportant topics 
6 . what is tne social utility of que .stions 
?. Diagno stic? If s o , proof and see section VI,5,c. 
B. Statistical (10) 
1. co r related against what outside criteria 
2. size of coefficient of correlation 
3. size and representativeness of sampling 
4 . proof of validity of items 
III. Reliability (25) 
A. Most important items 
1. correlated with what 
2. size and representativeness of sampling 
3· reliability coefficient 
4. the means of distribution 
5· the standard deviations of the distributions 
6. if measure other than above three given to 
prove reliability, what is it? 
?. intercorrelations 
B. Less important, but desirable 
1. order of giving various forms of the test 
2. is test reliable enough statistically for 
individual measurements or can it be used 
only for groups . 
3· evenness of scal ing (see II,Bh) 
l.j . • are l')UDils ac cus tomeo. to this typ e of test 
IV. Ease of administration (15) 
1. manual of d i rections (3) 
a . c ompleteness end simplicity 
b. ar e tes t conditi on s well controlled 
c. typ ograuhi c makeup 
2. simplicity of adminis tration ( 8 ) 
a. amoun t of expl anation needed for pupi l s 
by examiner 
b. directions clear? detailed? co mprehensive? 
c. is arr angement of t est convenient for 
pupils 
d. are samples and 11 fore exercises 11 given 
when needed 
3. alternate forms (3) 
a . number 
b. evidence of equivalency 
c. evidence of re l iability 
4 . time needed for giving 
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V. Ease of scoring 
l. degree of objectivity 
2. directions-clarity? inclusive? 
) . is scoring key adj usted to size of t est 
4 . time needed to score one test 
5. simplici ty of procedure 
a. number of processes needed to get final 
score 
VI. Ee.se of interuretation( 20) 
1. norms ( 6) 
a . kind- age, grade, percentile , etc. 
b . deri vation-si ze and representativeness 
of sampling 
c. tentative, arbitrary, or experimental 
d. for separate parts 
e. hoinJ expresses 
2. is class record provided (1) 
3· are there provisions for graphing the 
results (10) 
4 . interpretation of raw scores-easy?difficulty(2) 
5. applications of results (10) 
a. are d irections or suggestions given for 
application of results to benefit 
teaching of administration 
b. are tests survey or diagnostic 
c. if diagnostic--
(1) proof of diagnostic value 
( 2) principles underlying construction 
(J) how many different skills, abilities, 
or aspects of the subject are ana-
lyzed or measured? 
(4) does the analysis of total subjects 
into unit abilities follow teach-
ing practices or needs? 
(5) is the diagnosis individual or 
class? 
(6) does the test demand tabulations 
of individual pupil 1 a errors to 
secure a diagnosis? 
(?) is a remedial program provided 
or suggested? · 
VII. Miscellaneous (5) 
1. typography and makeup 
a. arrangement of printed matter 
b. legibilitY of type 
c. quality of paper 
d. are test blanks free from distractions, 
norms, directions to examiner, etc.? 
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2. Is the time required for giving as small as 
is consis te nt with reliable meas urement? 
J. Is the cost in keeping with the amoun t , 
s cope and rel i ability of tne results yielded? 
4. Is good t es t service rendered by t he publi sher? 
5. Kind of new-type ques ti ons used? 
Some of the s ub topics have be en give n e~ numeric al 
score while others ha ve not, thus giving the sco r er some 
freedom in wei ghing t he values of the se s ubitems. 
CRITERIA LISTS 
Many writers have listed their cri teria of a good test. 
Thei r ideas are in general similar, and this will be shown. 
1/ 
Persing- lists t he following criteria: 
1. validity 
2. re liability 
J. ob j ectivity 
u. administrat i on 
5. interpretation of results 
6. forms 
?. is the t est mechanically good? 
8. does the test provide for diagnostic use? 
9. time requirement 
2/ 
The follow·ing is a list of criteria advocated by Honey-
in judging a test: 
1. Is the test valid? 
2. Is the test reliable? 
J. Is t he test objective? 
1/H.M.Persing, 11 The New t;trype (obJ ective) Examinations in High 
School Chemistry," Journal of Chemical Education ( No vemb er 
1931), 8:2227-22J7. 
2/A.G·.Honey, 11 Testing the Achievement of Students in Chemi stry, 11 
J ournal of Chemical Education (June, 1934), 11:360-366. 
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4. How delicate are the units of measurement? Will 
the teat measure accurately the progress which a 
student makes i n one day, in one week, in one 
year? 
5. Is the t est pract icable? Easily administered? 
Are the mechanical features of the teat satis-
factory? Is it diagnost ic? 
1/ 
Greene, Jorgensen, ano. Gerberich- list nine criteria 
of a good examination. 
1. validity 
2. reliability 
J. adequacy 
L1. objectivity 
5. admi nistrability 
6. scorability 
7. comparability 
8. economy 
9. utility 
2/ 
Haynes- lists eight ma . jor criteria of the good test. 
1. basic f acts 
a. name of author or authors 
... ·~ . b. publisher of the test 
c. cost 
c1. copyright date 
e. number of forms 
f. time 
g. grades 
h. purpose 
2. Description 
a. content-number and t ype of questions 
b. physica l-paper, print, etc. 
J. validity 
l.J,. reliabili t y 
1/H.A.Greene, A. N.Jorgensen, and J. R.Gerberich, Measurement 
~nd Evaluation in the Secondary School, Longmans , Green and 
Company, New York, 1943, pp .52-74. 
2/J.H.Haynes, op.cit., pp . 24-50. 
5. administration-time, directions, materials 
6. scoring 
?. interpretation 
8. conclusions-summary and data not falling in 
other categories 
1/ 
Dubins- lists eight major criteria of the good test. 
1. pertinent information 
a. name of test 
b. copyright date 
c. publisher 
d. distributor 
e. author's name 
f. cost 
g ' ... 
h. 
number of forms 
time 
i. purpose 
2. description 
a. content 
b. appearance 
.3. validity 
L!- . reliability 
5. administration-time, directions, material 
6. scoring 
?. interpretation 
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8. conclusions-summary of characteristics, additional 
information and criticism 
There are many other lists of criteri a, but the above 
have been chosen to sugge st the general content, and to dem-
onstra te the similarity of the me.j or criteria. In the next 
chapter, "Procedure and Criteria", the author will describe 
his list of criteria of a good test, which is s i milar to 
that of Haynes and Dubins. 
]:/M. I .Dub ins, op. cit. ,pp . 27-37 
CHAPTER IV 
PROCEDUHES AND CHITERIA 
Two components of this thesis probl em were (1) obtain-
ing the tests whi ch were to be reviewed,and (2) designing a 
method of approach to be used in the reviev-r of these tests. 
Most of this chapter is concerned with a discussion· of the 
treatment of the tests. 
PROCUHEHENT OF TESTS 
1/ 2/ 
Such standard test bibliogranhies as Buros- and Hi ldreth-
~ ·' 
were scrutinized for names of publishing companies and sc hoo l 
bureaus v-rhi ch published standardized general science tests. 
A conference was held with Dr. J ames F. Baker of the test 
library at the Boston Un iversity School of Education and 
his advice obtained concerning the prominent test publishers. 
Requests were sent to publishers for their test catalogues. 
They were then examined and the latest published tests which 
were deemed pertinent were ordered to be reviewed. 
1/0 .K.Buros, .2.:R.· cit ., 
2/G.Hildreth, op.cit~ 
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TREATMENT OF TESTS 
After careful examination of the lists of criteria for 
good tests, the most essential and those which will serve as 
the basis for test reviews were selected as follows: 
1. pertinent information 
2. description 
3· validity 
Lr-. reliability 
5. administration 
6 . scoring 
?. intrepretation 
8. reviewer's conclusions 
An explanation and breakdown of the main categories just 
mentioned follows: 
l. Pertinent information. This introductory class 
pre sent s the basic facts about each test i~ri th 
which each potential purchaser should be familiar. 
a. name of the test -- This is extremely impor-
tant as by means of this one may b e able to 
immediately determine whether or not the 
test is in the proper subject matter field 
which is desired. It is also helpful for 
cataloguing purposes. 
b. copyright date -- This is important vJhen 
there is more than one edition of a test. 
c. publisher -- The name of the uublishPr is 
given. However, the address is not given 
here . because in the c;mp endix there is a 
list of the publishers and their addresses. 
d. distributor :_ Often a test is available at 
many places. 
e. author's ne.me -- The person, or persons, 'lj1Tho 
made up the test are listed. 
f. cost -- The cost for a specimen set and for 
bulk quantities is given. The cost for 
manuals and score sheets is also given. No 
crlticism is made concerning the price. 
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1/ 
g. number of forms -- Greene- defines forms as 
being 11 one of the t111o or more arre.ngements 
of closely similar or equival8nt standar-
dizAd tes t exercises which in itsel f consti-
tutes a testing unit." It is imnortant for 
the prospective customer to know whether 
the test has more than one f orm. 
h. time -- The time stated is the actual 't'rork-
ing time only, and does not include the 
time required to administer the test. 
L purpose -- The purpose of the test pu.blleher 
is stated as closely as possible to the exact 
words of the manual. 
2. Description. This section pres ents information 
about the content end a~pearance of the test. 
s . • content -- The number and type of questions 
are listed. The type of question refers to 
true and false, multiple choice, completion, 
matching,etc. The questions are then broken 
down into the following divisions: 
(1) memorization of facts 
(2) ability to apply fundamental concept s 
and principles (J) the use of the scientific method, or 
aspects of the scientific method 
(4) attitudes · 
b. appearance -- A short description of the 
appee.rance of the paper, the print, the clarity 
or ambiguity of the diagrams, and t he arrange-
ment of the material is presented. 
2/ 
J. Va~idit;x:. Greene-· defines validity as 11 the degree 
to which a test measures what it purports to 
measure: the major criterion of a good examination~ 
1/H.A.Greene, A. N.Jorgensen and J.F .• Gerberich, op.cit. ,p.642. 
2/H.A.Greene, A. N.Jorgensen and J.R.Gerberich, op.cit.,p.651. 
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1/ 
Rulon- says that this definition is far from 
satisfactory and not very useful because under 
it the validity of a tes t may oe co mp letely 
changed, by changing its purport. "A more natural 
question of validity is whether the test d oes the 
2/ 
worlr it is emp loyed to do. u-
The whole question of va lidity boils down to the 
question whether the t est does what we are try-
ing to do with it. Accordingly, we cannot label 
a test valid or no t valid except for some pur-
pose . J/ What r!Ve need is to be-· able to ehoose 
between available t est techniques on the basis 
of what operations we are trying to t each the 
child to per form, and what materials we are 
trying to teach him to perform these operations 
upon. Both these materials and these operations 
should be represented in the test situation, if 
the test is t o be obviously valid. Such a test 
must always be the criterion by which any not 
obviously valid test is validated. 4/ 
The methods of validating a test are numerous. 
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In a study made on tests Peters and Crossley 
1/P.J.Rulon, Validity of Educational Tests, Test Service Note-
book , Number .3, .~ orld Book Company, Yon..'kers, Ne't.,_r York, 19L!.?, p .1. 
2/Loc.cit. 
]/Ibid., p.4. 
4/Ibid. , p . 4. 
j/C.C.Peters a nd E.Crossley, The Relation of Standardized Tests 
to Educational ObJecti ves, Second Yearbook of the Nat i onal 
Soc ie ty for the Study of Educati on, Sociology, 1929, Bureau of 
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia , pp. 148-149 . 
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found twenty-two such method.s. 
!/ 
Greene- claims that curricular validity is the most 
important, but statistical validity is used most often. A 
discuss ion of curricular validity will follow. Does the 
test deal with types of educational outcomes t he teacher 
desires to measure? Is it at the proper level of difficulty 
for his pupi ls'? 
In achievement tests based more generally upon 
information than upon skills the validity of 
the test depends more l argely unon the oppor-
tunity the pupil has had to master the content 
measured in the test. In such a situation the 
teacher himself is probably the best judge of 
the validity of the test, since he knows best 
what material he h~s taught the class. ~/ 
Statistical validity makes use of statistical techniques. 
The foundation upon which this typ e of validity rests is the 
assumption that 11 the test is valid if high correlations are 
obtained between scores on it and the criterion measures, and 
implied is t he belief that the criterion measures may be 
- 21 
accepted as measu~ement standards." The correlation between 
test; scores and such criteria as rating s of experts, teachers 1 
grades, ratings obtained on similar tests, etc., are obtai ned 
and called correlation coefficients, or validity coeff icients. 
1/H.A.Greene, A. N.Jorgensen and J.P...Gerberich, op.cit., pp55-58. 
~/Ibid., p.56. 
2/Ib id., p.57. 
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In correlation with school ma.rks the basic assumption 
is that the pupils' scores in the test will be closely re-
lated to their achievement in the subject in the classroom, 
This method 't-vill only separate students who are far apart 
in academic standing . 
The situation in which there is correlation with ratings 
of expert judges is the same as in the preceding paragraph, 
as the teachers are considered the experts. 
When another similar test of hi gh standing has already 
be en given, the correlation with known measures is employed. 
Other procedures include testing the accomplishments 
of widely different groups, one of which has received instr-
uctio n and the other no instruction; rise in percentage of 
success; and social utility . 
In several cases it is practically impossible to make 
an objective or statistical validation. An intensive analy-
sis i s then made identifying as many of the basic abilities 
1/ 
as Dossible , and this method is termed- lo gical or psycho-
logical validity. 
An item analysis is carried out usually by comparing 
the individual answers of those receiving the grades in the 
upper quarter and those in the lower quarter of the total 
]/Ibid., p. 6o. 
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taking the examination. A good, or valid, item is one which 
discriminates between the g ood and the poor student, and thus 
if all get an item correct, or all get an item wrong, the 
item is not valid. 
The method of the test author in the validation of the 
test will be presented whenever possible. 1/ ... 
L!. Reliability. Greene- defines reliability as being 
2/ 
consistency of measurement. Ruch- states that it is an 
aspect of validity and as such is second in importance to 
validity as a criterion of a test. Reliability is the scale 
of precision of the measuring instrument as it refers to the 
degree to which the test measures what it is measuring; to 
the degree of accuracy of measurement; to the amount of con-
fidence tha t can be p lace d in the test result a s a measure 
if the a b ility of a student in a certain field. Reliability 
is general whereas validity is sp ec ific. A test may be re-
liable, but it d oes not necessarily have to be valid. On 
t h e other hand if a test is valid,it is also reliable. 
1/Ibid., p . 61. 
2/G.M. Ruch, The Objective or New Type Examination, Scott, 
Foresman, and Company, Chicago, 1929, pp . 59-~ 
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1/ 
The follo,'ling are methods of determining relia.bili ty :-
1. I f the test has more than one form, then t he 
different forms may be gi ven to the s~me pupils 
a nd the scores correlated. 
2. If two forms of the same test are not availab le 
the test may be gi ve n over to the same uupils 
and t ~e scor es correlated . The retest should 
not follow t he original test too closely as there 
wi ll be an increase in the scores. 
J. A similar method of determining the reliability 
is to check the results of the even questions 
a gainst the odd. 
4. There is anot her method of determining reliability 
and the reader is refer r ed to the Coop erative 
Achi evement Tests. A bulletin was i ssued in 1939 
by t he Co opera tive Tes t Service in New York re-
porting the bas i c 9rinciples and p rocedures used 
i n the development of their syste m of scaled 
scores. 
A review of t he literature indi cates tha t a test having 
2/ 
a coefficient of reliabil ity- in the vic i nity of .87 is 
1/H.A.Greene; A. N.Jorgensen, and J.R.Gerberich, op .cit.,pp .6l-6J . 
2/l1! . C .Kvaraceus , Me thods of Educa ti onal Resea rch , Un"Dubli shed 
Teaching Material, Boston University School of Educa~ion, 1948 . 
deemed very reliable. 
The method of determining the reliability and the 
coefficient of reliability iflill be renorted for each test 
insofar as th&t lnformation ~wcompanies the test. 
5. Administrati on. How long does the test take? Can 
it fit i nto the regular pro gram? Can it be split up into 
sections in case it is too long to be t aken at one time? 
Are there too many questions to be ansi'ITe red in too short 
s. time? All these questions are important to the teacher 
who gives the test . He must ~-<" novr the complete answers to 
these questions if the test is to serve its purpose . 
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Are the dlrect iona clear, specific, simple? Are 
exe.mnl es g:l..ven as to ho't-v the punils should a nm...rer the 
questions? How many interruptions wi l l there be during the 
test? The latter is necessitated by the division of the 
test into sub tests with time limits and the administrator 
must tell the pupils to stop writing on one secti on and 
start on another one. 
Usually the examiner provides all ma terials including 
paper and n encils, especially wi th the u s e of the electric-
scoring tes ts where graphite pencils a re needed. The 
teacher should let the pupils know be forehand what ma terials 
they will have t o bring to t he test so as to avoid an un-
necessary confusion. 
6. Scoring. Ho1>r is t he scoring done'? Is it by hend 
or machine? Hand-scoring make s u se of strip keys, cut out 
stencils and transnarent stencils. Strip keys are used when 
answers are given in column form. The correct answers on 
the strip keys are spaced on narrow strips of cardboard to 
correspond in spacing with the items of the t est. They are 
then placed alongside the stuc1ents• answers. Cutout stencils 
are used when the answers are scattered. The stencils have 
openings which frame the correct answer. Transparent sten-
oils function in a similar manner. How long does the scor-
ing take? The answers t o these questions will be presented 
in each review. 
Objectivity in a test eliminates a positive or nega-
tive influence upon the scor~ by the p erson correcting the 
test. It is believed that the character of the standardized 
tests practically assures objectivity. 
?. Interpretation. Vlhe.t do the scores obtained on ste_nd-
1/ 
ard ized t ests meen'? Of what significance are they? Gree'ne-
defines norms as being "the median or average nerformances 
on standardized t ests of pup ils of different ages or grade 
pl&ce.ment, as determined by the testing of large numbers of 
pupils ". The norms accompanying the test must provio.e a rep-
resentative p icture of the expected type of accomplishment. 
1/H.A.Greene, A.N.Jorgensen, and J.R.Gerberich, op. cit., 
p. 649 . 
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How are norms obtained? "They are obtained by giving 
the particular test to a lal"'ge and. re1;resentati ve sample of 
punils in t he same grad es and of a tvpe similar to the group 
- ·' - " 1/ 
wi uh i-vhich tee.chers will use the tests. 11 -
The type of norms with which we are concerned in general 
science teating consist usually of percentile norms. This 
type sho'tvs for a i•ride se.mpling of pupils either the percen-
ta.ge of pupils exceeding each score or each of e. number of 
equally-scaleo. scores, or the score belo11.r "'hich certain 
percentages of pupils fall. 
On i>!hat groups were norms obtained? '\r~het se.mpling 
techniques were used in obtaining norm groups? \~ihat wa.s the 
size of the norm group? What are the limits of interpreta-
tion which can be made? All these questions will be answered 
provided t hat the material accompanying the tests supplies 
this pertinent information. 
8. Reviewer's Conclusions. This section contains mainly 
a summary of the superior and inferior characteristics of 
the test. Other material present in this classification con-
sists of f urther information or additional criticisms which 
are not included in the other categories. 
References. Any references to the tests which are des-
cribed will be listed at the end of the review of the test 
in question. 
1/Loc.cit. 
CHAPTER V 
TEST REVIEWS 
ORGANIZATION OF TEST 
To permit ready reference and to enable rapid comparison 
of the test reviews they have been arranged alphabetically 
according to the name of the test. 
The following tests are reviewed: 
1. California Science Information Tests. 
Intermediate (1937) 
2. Cooperative General Science Test. 
High School (1947) 
3. Coooerative Science Test. 
(~or grades 7, 8 and 9) (1947) 
4. Co operative General Achievement Tests. 
II. A Test of General Proficiency in the 
Field of Natural Sciences (19 48 ) 
5. Cooperative General Educat ion Series Test. 
Test of Application of Principles in 
General Science (1950 ) 
6. Dvorak Genera l Science Sca les (192h) 
7. McD ougal Genera l Science Test (1941) 
8. National Achie vement Tests. 
General Science Test (for grades 7- 9 
inc lusive ) (1939-1950) 
9 . Reed Gener al Scienc e Tes t ( 1951 ) 
- 38 -
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GENER4.L SCIENCE TEST REVI EVfS 
l . CALIFORt'HA S CI ENCE I NFORJ'.'!ATIO N TES TS - I NTEFUVIEDIATE 
1937; published by t he California Test Bureau at 
5916 Hollywood Elvd ., Los Ange les , 28, California; author-
Everett T. Calvert; cost: hand scoring edition - per 
package of 25 (including manual of complete instructions 
and scoring key ) ~ 1.25, f.o.b. Los Angeles : in quantities 
less then 25, test .05, manual s .15 , sco r ing keys . 05: 
s pecimen set (includes one t est, manual and key) . 35 post-
paid: machine scoring edition - same as hand- scoring 
editi on p l us answer sheet . 02 each and stencil . 20 ; two 
comparable fo rms :Form A and Form B; non-timed - approxi-
mat ely 60 minutes ; pur pose - t o furnish a valid and 
reliable measu.re of the de gre e to whi ch -pupils in vari-
ous grades have acqui red information necessary t o under stand 
their natural environment. 
Description.-- The t'!.•!o compe.rable forms , A and B, each 
cons ist of 106 items of the 4-choice multiple response type 
divi ded as follows: 
Living Things 50 items 
Test A. Ani mal Life 30 items 
Test B. Plant Life 20 items 
Other Sciences 56 items 
Test C Physical Information 20 items 
Test D Earth Study 12 items 
Test E Sky Study 12 items 
Test F Elementary Chemistry 12 items 
These tests do not adequately cover the field of general 
science. The tests measure science information only and no 
attempt is made to test for growth in scientific reasoning, 
attitudes, and interests. The content is verbal. There is 
no pictorial content, problem material, or interpretive 
exercise in the test. 
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The test, Form A and Form B, are constructed in like 
manner. The test is dark green printed in an 8-page booklet 
on both sides of light green paper. For the hand-scoring 
edition the answers in each part are listed horizontally 
under t he item, the proper response t o be underscored. The 
number of the co r rect answer is t hen tc ·:)e pl aced in paren-
theses to the ri ght side of the particular item. For the 
machine-scor ing edition these b ooklets are non-exp endable, 
all s~udent responses being rec ord ed on separate a ns we r 
s hee ts. 
Validity.-- All it em s in these tests 1ere checked against 
commonly accepted obj ec t l ve s, and i terns 1•rere dra1m up from 
ac~ual teaching me.terie.l s f urnished by various l eading pub-
lis hers. Both scienc e and test specialist s par ticipated in 
this work, a nd an extensive experimental tryout prec eded the 
1/ 
final selection of i te rns used. Hunter- 111ri te s that the se 
tests are not valid except in California because they are 
based only on California courses of s t udy and on sci ence pam-
phlets of t he California State Department of Education. 
Reliability.-- The coefficient of correlation based on 
t he split-half technique and t he Spearman Brown Correc t ion 
for the total science scores is . 90 . The r eliabi lity 
1/0.K.Buros (19h0) op. ci t ., p . 1603 
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coeffient is for the individua l grade and for the total 
science score. It does not apply to the various sub-tests. 
The analysis is reliable only for the averages of the 
groups of children. 
Administration.-- This is a power t est with an approxi-
mate 60 minutes required for its administration. Ample time 
is to be given for each pup il to attempt all items. Each of 
the forms, A and B, comprises 106 items. The test is so con-
structed t hat it cannot be split up and given at different 
times. 
The direct i ons ar e clear and simple. They are pr inted 
directly on the test blank for the hand-scoring edition. 
Each pupi l should have at least one soft l ead pencil, 
an extra supply being on hand, for the hand-scoring editions 
and a special electrographic pencil for the machine-scoring 
edit i on. 
Scoring.-- For the hand-scoring edition the pupi l must 
underline the co r rect answer to a ~-response type item 
listed horizontally below the question. He must then write 
the numbers of the correct answer in the parentheses on the 
right side of the page. A printed scoring key is provided 
for each form of the test. 
For the machine-sc oring edition the students mus t place 
their answers on a copy 6f the separate anRwer sheet. A 
L!.z 
per f orated stencil type of scoring key is provided for each 
form of the test. 
General scoring infor mation is g iven in deta i l in the 
test manual. Scoring for the machine-scoring edition is 
accomplished much more rap idly than for the hand-scoring 
edition . 
Interpretations.-- Norms are established on profile 
charts giving grade placement in resp ect to individual test 
results and to total science test results. These grade 
placement norms are also translated into pupil age in months. 
These norms are based on the results of testing approximately 
2500 students in grades 6-10 (largely in grades 7 , 8 and 9) 
1/ 
in over 75 different schools. Gordon- writes that the norms 
are those of children with an I. Q.. of approximately 98 in 
cities and rural areas in central and southern California. 
Reviewers Conclusions.-- This test measures science 
information and is of no use to the teacher wishing to 
appra ise the student's growth in scientific reasoning, atti-
tudes, and interests. Many of the test items are ambiguous 
and pres ent a good chance for guessing. The reviei'rer ana-
lyzed some of the test items in regard to their adaptibility 
to the local school curriculum. He found that in many of 
these i terns the vocabulary ano_ the subject manner would be 
alien to the l ocal student. The test then would app e a r to 
be valid in the state of Ca l i fornia but not valid in the 
local sdhool curricula. 
References 
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2. COOPERATIVE GENEP..AL SCIENCE 'EEST (~HIGH SCHOOL) 
1947; published by the Cooperative Test Di vision, 
Educational Testing Service; author - Paul E. Kambly: 
editorial as s istance - Paul J. Burke, Cooperative Test 
Service; cost - test bo oklets , $2.50 per 25 (including 
materials for administering and scoring): machine-
ecorable answer sheets .80 per 25: sc oring stencil for 
ans\,.rer s heets .15 each: sp ecimen set • 50; comparable 
forms X, Y, and Z; time-working 1.;-0 minutes; purpose -
t o ~ easure achievement in general science with em9ha-
sis upon understanding of the reasons behind familiar 
sci entiftc phenome na and pro cesses , rather than upon m r-' 
mere memo~y of facts and definitions . 
Descrintion.-- This t est consists of ~wo parts , the 
firs t cont a ining 56 cr:Jestions and the s econd )L'- , all of 
t he multiple c hoice 5 - respons e typ e . The first pert 
measures informat ion directly, and of the 56 items only 
four re quire apolication of knowledge, rather than recall. 
The s econd uart measur e s the understanding of the reasons 
behind familiar scientific p henomena and processes. 
~he material is 1,r ic"l e ly distribu ted over the various 
f ields of sci ence and the material coverea is importa nt. 
The test should c ontain less items involving direct memory 
and more involving underst a nding and scientific r easoning. 
Items measuring at t itudes and interests should be added . 
The five d iagr a ms included, three in uart l ~nd two in 
nart 2, are adequate. 
The test is published in a b ooklet containing ten 
pages and i s printed on a hi gh gr a de of white paper. 
Validity~-- In determining the validity of this test 
t he followin g proc edures wera exercise~ by the Cooperative 
Test Division of the Educational Testing Service: 
l. Preliminary planning and s Plection of c ontent 
a. ~nalyses of curricula, text books, research 
stucties, etc. 
b. formulat ion of objectives and de termination of 
general plan 
c . preparation of detailed outlines based upon 
survey of materials 
d. submission of ou tlines to authorities for cri-
ticism 
e. revision of test outlines in accordance with 
suggestions of critics 
2. Preparation and editing of test i tems 
a. writing of items by test edit ors and c ooperating 
experts 
b. submission of items to authorities for criticism 
c. revision of items in view of suggestions rec eived 
d . preparation of experimental forms of test 
3. Administration of experimental forms to a renresenta-
tive samoling of students to obtain item difficulty 
and validity indices and to detect items which may 
be weak or ambiguous 
4 . Preparation of final form 
a. selection and revision of items for tentative 
fine.l form 
b. obt~ining from experts in subject matter fields, 
test technicians, etc., suggestions and critt-
cisms 0f ~ the tentative final form 
c. revision and final editing of the test, based 
on the criticisms and suggestions received 
5 •. Administration of final form of test with earlier 
forms for equating and determination of Scaled 
Scores and percentile norms. 
Reliability.-- The Cooperative Test Division of the 
Educational Testing Service has developed a method of re-
porting reliability in terms of the standard error of 
measurement of a scaled score. These measurements are 
g iven on the table for correcting raw scores into scale 
scores. 
The Scaled Score system is based upon a common scale, 
ranging from 1 to 100, to which raw scores are convert~d . 
The 50-point on this scale isdefined as the score which 
would be mad e by the average pupil i n this country i f he 
had typical instruction in the particular course covered 
by the t est. 
The tables of scaled scores are printed on the fan 
keys and on the s eparate answer sheets of the tests for 
which they are available. 
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Administration.-- The actual working time of this test 
is L~O minutes. The first part containing 56 i terns con sumes 
25 minutes, and the second part conte.ining: JL' i terns, 15 
minutes. There is a statement to the effect that the 
student is not expected to answer all the questions within 
the time limit. As soon as the time limit is reached on 
one section the student must proceed to the next part; 
however, if he finished early he may go ahead , or go back . 
There are too many items for too short a time. 
The directrions are printed on the cover page of the 
test booklet and in a separate pamphl et . They a.re precise 
and clear . The use of separate answer sheets is optional 
sinc e the te st booklet is designed to be used either with 
or ~ithout special answer sheets. Examiners should have 
two 111!ell sha.rpened soft pencils 't'Ti th good erasers unless 
tests are to be machine-scored, in which case examiner 
will provide special electrographic penc ils~ Examiners 
should have a supply of penci ls on hand. 
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Scoring.--A fan key is used for hand scoring when 
responses are recorded in the test booklets. A cut-out 
stencil is provided for use vii th separe"te answer sheets, 
thus enabling the tests to be scored in a short time. 
Directions for scoring are g iven on the last page of the 
test booklet and in the p2.mphlet on instructions accompany-
ing the test. They are easy to follow. 
Int erpretat ion.-- Norms are provided in the form of 
percentile ranks for high school students with one year 
of study. 'Ihey a.re based on the entire test, and there 
are no separate norms for each nart of the test. Norms 
are based on 17000 ninth grade students in 50 public high 
schools in the East, Hiddle West and Vfest ( 12 grade system). 
There are also norms based on 2000 - ~ighth gride students in 
20 public hi gh schools of the South (11 grade system). 
Reviewer's Conclusions.-- This is a good examination. 
There is an overemphasis on recognition of information. 
There should be more emphasis on those items involving 
scientific reasoning, science attitudes and science inter-
ests~ .More time should be allotted the test. 
J. Cooperative Science Test (for grades 7, 8 and 9) 
1947; published by the Cooperative Test Division, 
Ed1J.cational Testing Service; author - Paul E. Kambly: 
editorial assistance - Paul J. Burke, Carl A. Pearson, 
Agatha Townsend; comparable forms X and Y; purpose - to 
;neasure i nforme.tional background, to measure understand-
ing of terms and conc epts, e.nd to measure conij_'Jrehension 
and interpretation of science principles; for the rest 
of the information unde r this category see review of 
Cooperative General Science Test (High School ) 
Description.-- This examination consists of lh5 
questions , all of the multiple choice, 5-response type . 
The auesti ons are in the follovring three group s: 
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1. Part I, consisting of 75 items, measures the recall 
of knowledge dealing with the student 1 s information-
al background in science. 
2. Part II, consisting of lJj items, measures the 
memory of the student in the recall of the defini-
tions of terms and of the identification of con-
cepts. No attempt is made in either Part I or 
Part II to measure the application of the know-
ledge rather than to recall. 
J. Part III, consisting of 25 items, measures the 
comprehension and interpretation of s cience prin-
ciples. This group of items is made up of s~ien­
tific reao.ing selections, eech folloi~red by a num-
ber of questions which test the student 1 s ability 
to understc.nd, interpret, and apply 'tvhat he has 
read. 
The material in this test calls for a knowledge of 
the principles governing the functioning of common mechani-
cal and electrical devices and of such natural phenomena 
of the physical world as the weather, the seasons, and plant 
reproduction. The test should include less items involving 
direct memory and more involving understanding and reasoning. 
The three diagrams in Part I, the one in Part II and the 
two in Part III e.re adequate. 
The test is published in a booklet containing 16 pages 
and is printed on a high grade of white paper. 
Validity.-- See review of 2. Cooperative General 
Science Test (Hi ghtSchool) 
RP.liability.-- See review of 2. Cooperative General 
Science Test ( Eigh School) 
Administration.-- The actual working time of this test 
is 80 minutes and it ls divided as follows: 
1. informational background-75 questions in 15 minutes 
2. terms a~d concepts - 45 questions in 40 minutes 
J. comprehension and interprete"tion - 25 question.s in 
25 minutes 
There is a statement to the effect that no student is 
expected to answer all the questions wtthin the time limit. 
As soon as the time limit is reached on one section the 
student must proceed t o the next part. HowP.ver, if he 
finishes early he may go ahead , or turn back. This ex-
amine.tion could eas ily be split up and_ g: i ven e.t two o.i f f-
erent times. 
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The reviewer believes that the time allotted for this 
test should be increased , especially in the sections on 
i nformati onal background and on comprehension and interpre-
tati on. 
The directions are printed on the cover ~age of the 
test bookl e t e.nd in e. separate pa.mDhlet. They are precise 
and clear . The use of s eparate answer sheets is optional 
since the t est bookl et is de si gned to b e used either with 
or without sp ecial answer sheets . Examinees should have 
two well-sharpened soft penc ils Wi~h good era s ers unless 
tests are to be machine scored, in whic h case examiner will 
provide special electrographic pencils. Exami ners should 
have a supply of penci.J.s on hand. 
Scoring.-- A fan key is used for hand scoring when 
responses are recorded in the t est booklets. A cut-out 
stencil is provided for use with separate answer sheets, 
thus enabling the teats to be scored in a short time. 
Directions for scoring are given at the conclusion of 
each part of the test in the test booklet and in t he pam-
phlet on instructions accompanying t he test. They are 
easy to follow. 
Interpretation.-- Norms are presented in forms of 
percentile table s for grades 7, Sand 9. The norms for 
this test were based on the following data: 
1. grade 7 L~71 students in 3 schools 
2. grad.e S 
3· grade 9 
750 students in 5 schools 
77S students in 6 schools 
The norms are given for each of the three parts of 
the examination and for the total of the tree parts. 
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Reviewer's Conclusions.-- This is a good examination. 
However, the teet should include fewer items involving 
direst memory and more involving understanding and reason-
ing. More time should be allowed for the teat. The mater-
ial covered by the test is excellent and important. 
GSt n lJnj H~!'SJ ty 
8." .ol of Ji,L.uca";lon 
-.........._ Libr,., rv 
~ . Co operative General Ac hi evement Tes t s 
II . A Teet of Gener&l Proficiency i n t he Fi e l d of 
Natural Sciences . 
1948 ; published by t he Co ope r at ive Test Di vi sion , 
Educa.t ional Testing Service ; author - Carl A Pears on ; 
edi torial a s s istanc e - Ri chard G. SagebR er ; forms - X 
and Y a t hi gh s chool l evel: Z at college l evel ; pur-
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po se s - 1 . t o me asure knowl edge of those ter ms and concept s 
basic t o sci entifi c thi nking and to an understanding a nd a n 
appreciation of the sci ent ifi c environment : 2 . to t e st the 
student 1 s ability to unders tand the mate r ials given, t o 
inte r pret them a nd re c ogni ze thei r i mplications , and cri-
ti cally to appr a i se their s i gnificance; for the r es t of 
the i nformation under thi s categor y s e e review of Coopera-
tive General Sci enc e Tes t (High Sc hool) 
Descrip t io n . - - The t es t cons i s t s of t wo parts, the 
firs t containing .50 questions a nd the second 36, all of 
the mul t i ple c hoice respons e type. Part I of this t est 
measures the recall of knowledge of those terms and 
concept s ba sic to scientific thinking and to an under-
standing and an appreciation of the scientific environ-
ment. The terms selected include those fundamental to an 
understanding of the sO~ences which are used in everyday 
life or often encountered in general reading. The terms 
range in difficulty from very easy words in their familiar 
usage, with widely divergent choices, to very difficult 
concepts in their technical usage, with coices separated 
only very sl~ghtly in meaning. 
In testing the student's ability to comprehend and 
interpret, Part II presents paragraphs adapted from 
newspaper or magazine articles or from source b ooks or 
advanced textbooks. Each passage is followed by Reveral 
multip le-choice it ems to b P an swered on t he basis of the 
passage. These items a r e intended to test t he s tufe~t's 
ability to understand the materials gi v en , to interpret 
them and I'e cogn i ze their imp lications, and critic ally to 
appraise their significance. 
The obj ectives measured in Par t I I includ e the 
follo~ving : 
1. ablli ty to locate and define the cr·uc i a l issues or 
the princi9al i dea underlying a s iven situation 
of a scientific nature 
2 . ability to organize meanings of ideas expres sed in 
a passage : 
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a . to look ahead , anticipating the next sten com-
p elled or mad e probable by the l ogic of the 
s ituation 
b . to give eac h e l ement in the s ituation its 
a ppropriate weight 
J . ability to draY.i inference s from ma terial of a 
scientific c haracter: 
a. t o make interpretations not s t ated in the 
passage 
b. to determine the wri t er's p oint of vi ew and 
intent 
c. to de tect and analyze propaganda 
d . to determine the met hod of development of the 
idea of the passage 
L• . e.bili ty to make generalizations on t he basis of t he 
scientific data presented and to anply the m to a 
different situat ion 
The · test is publi shed in a book le t containing eleven 
pc;_g es and is p rinted on a hi gh grade of white paper. 
Valid ity.-- See r e view of 2. Coop erative General 
Science Test (High Sc hoo l) 
Reliability.-- See reviei'J of 2. Cooperat ive General 
Science Test (Hi gh School) 
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Administration .-- The actual working time of this test 
is 40 minutes . The first part containing 50 ques t ions 
consumes 15 minute s and the s Ac ond pRrt containing 36 
questions, 25 mi nu te s. There is a statement to the e ffect 
that no student is expec t ed to answer all the questions 
within the time limit. As soon as the time limit is 
reached on one section t he student mus t proceed to the 
next part. Ho1-v ever, if he finishes early he ma y go ahead 
or go back. The reviewer feels that the time allotted the 
t1·1TO parts of t he test are adequate s :tnc e t his is a power-
tylJ e tes t . 
The directions are printed on t he cover page of the 
test booklet and in a sep arc:.te !)&li12Jhlet. They a re precise 
and clear. The use of s eparate answer sheets is optional 
since the tes t booklet is desi gned t o be used either with 
or without answer she ets. Students shou~d ha ve two well-
sharpened soft pencils with good eras ers unless tests are 
to b e machine-scored, in which case examiner will provide 
special electrographic p enc ils. Examiners should have a 
supply of oencils on hand. 
Scoring.-- A fan key is used for hind scoring when 
respons e s are re corded in the t est bo oklets. A cut-out 
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stencil is provided for use with separa t e an swe r sheets , 
thus enabling the tests t o be scored in a short t ime. 
Directions fo r scori ng ~re gi ven at the c onclusion of each 
part of the test in the test bo oklet a nd in the pamphlet 
on instructions accompanying the test . They are easy to 
foll01oJ. 
Interur etation.-- Norms are u resented in fo r ms of 
percentile tables for grades 9 , 10, 11 and 12 at the high 
school level and f or college freshmen . The norms ~or this 
test were based on t he fol l owing data : 
1. grade 9 - ~300 students in hO schools 
2. grade 10 
-
L1500 students in LIO schools 
J. grade 11 - 3300 students in 1-!0 scho ols 
I• ... gl"ade 12 
-
3900 st ud ents in vo schools 
The norms for the high schoo l level are t hos e este.b~ 
lished at t he end of the y e ar in the public h i gh s c hools 
o f the East , Midd le West and West (12 - grade systems) and 
fo r the college level are those estab lished for colleg e 
freshmen entering liberal a rts colleges. The norms are 
based on the entire test, and there are no separate norms 
fer each part of the test. 
Reviewets Conclusions.-- This is an excellent t est 
in that each part of the test measures what it is supposed 
to me a sure. Since it avo ids snecific d 8tails, which may 
vary from course to cours e , this test is particularl y 
adapted to measurement of a student ' s general proficiency 
in the field of natural sciences . I t is useful at the 
high scho ~l level as evidence of g rowth, and with entering 
college classes as a placemen t test . 
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5. Cooperative General Education Series Test. 
Test of Application of Principl e s i n General Science 
1950; published by the Cooperative Test Division , 
Educational Testing Service; de veloped by the Examinations 
Staff for the Eight-Yea r Study of t he Progressive Education 
Association ; cost - tes t bookl ets ( 2.50 per 25 ( including 
mater ials for administering and scoring : answer she ets · -
.60 per 25: scoring stencil - . hD each: specime n s et . 50 ; 
comparable forms A a no. B - adaptat ion of Te st l. )b o f the 
Eight-Year Study tests; time - administration hO minutes; 
purpo se - to attemnt to obtain informa t i on about the 
extent to which high scho ol students understand certain 
commonly t aught principles of general science, &s evidenced 
by t he dFgree to which the s t udents ar e able to apply these 
principles in new situations . · 
Descrip tion.-- The test consists of fo'..lr problem situa-
tions , each of which is followed by an underlined statement 
of scientif i c fact. The studen t must determine whether he 
is uncertain about the truth of the underlined statement , 
agrees with the stat ement, or disagrees wi th the st&tement . 
On the l eft-hand column are l isted 10 reasons to be u s ed 
by the stuo.ent i f he is uncertain , and on the ri ght-hand 
c ol umn are li sted 24 reasons to be used if he agrees or 
d isagrees wi ~h the underlined statement . The problem sit-
uations deal with personal health, public heal th, eugenic s, 
and conservations . Theyinvolve the quest i on of opini on as 
well as the operation of a science p r incipl e . The problems , 
selected for their social si gnigicance, are 1·Jo rdP.d in a way 
to re quire explanation , predic tion,choice of course of 
a c tion , or an evaluation of any one of the se. 
The t est is published in a b ooklet containing eight 
pages and is printed on a high grade of white paper . 
Validity.-- See review of 2. Cooperative General 
Science Test (High Scho ol) 
Reliabili tl.!_-- See revi ei'J of 2. Coo:oera.ti ve General 
Sci ence Test (Hi gh School) 
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Administration.-- These tests are pl anned f or an 
administration time of 40 minutes. The manual of directions 
sta t es however t hat this ti me limit is suggested only as 
a guide; more time may be alloi.ved if it is needed. 
The di rections are printed in detail on pages 2 and 
3 of the test booklet· and i.n a separate pmmphlet. They are 
p recise and clear. The test is designed to be used with 
special answer sheets. Examiners should have two well-
sharp ened soft pencils with good erasers. Examiners should 
have a good supp ly of uencils on hand. 
Scoring.-- Scoring stencils a re provided for scoring 
the regular answer sheets . Detailed directions for scoring 
are g iv en in the pamphlet on instructions accompanying the 
test . Answer sheets which are answered to, according to 
test i nstruc tions must be scored from the item keys to be 
found in the appendix of the namphlet on instructions. 
These directions are easy to follow. 
1/ 
Interpretation.-- Smith and Tyler- report t hat the 
d~ta sheets to be used for Form l.Jb, an earlier form of 
this test, were based on date. obtained from applice.tion 
of the final te s t to 28J students in the tenth, eleventh 
a nd t welfth grades. 
In order to simplify t he process of interpreting and 
c omparing the stud ent 1 s scores , a da.ta sheet to be com-
parec with the master data norm sheet should be prepared . 
The achievement of each s t udent as revealed by the test 
may be analyzec1 in terms of five relat ed questi on s as 
follows: 
l. To what extent can the student reach valid con-
elusions involving the application of selected 
principles of science, \'Jhich he presumably lcno1i'rs, 
to new situations? 
2. How doe s the s t udent explain his unc er taint y ., .. ~hen 
he marks the stat ed c onc l usion "uncertain"? 
3. To what extent can the student justify lo gic ally 
his agreement wit h, his uncertainty about or his 
disagreement wi th the stated conclusions. 
4. What kind of reasons does the student select to 
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explain his deci si ons e.bout the stated conclusions'? 
5. To what extent does the student disc riminate between 
J)E.R.Smith anc1 R. H.Tyl er and the Evaluat ion Staff , Appr ais ing 
and Record ing Student Pr.Q_gress , Ha.rper and Brothers, New York, 
191J 2 , pp. 88-111 ' 51L!- }15. 
acceptable and unacceptable reasons in the various 
conclusions '? 
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Reviewer's Conclusions.-- This is an excellent test of 
the student's application of scientific p rinciples. A study 
of the responses will aid the teacher in analyzing the 
thoug ht processes which his students follow in solving a 
sci entific problem. Discussion of the results with pupils 
in the classroom is an excellent method of teaching sound 
critical analysis by the app l ication o f scientific principles. 
References 
Smith & Tyler, ~it., pp . 88-111, 514-515. 
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6. DVORAK GENERAL SCIENCE SCALES 
192Li-; published by the Public School Publiehing Company 
a.t Bloomington , Illinois ; e.uthor-August Dvorak; c ost - per 
package o::f 25 (di r ection folder end class record sheet inclu-
ded) .60 pl u s postage; in quantit ies less than 25, test .Oh, 
direction folder .06, class record sheet .02: sample set .12 
postpaid; form R-1 before pupils _ had taken the course ~-n 
general science ; forms S-2 and T-2 used to measure progress 
during the year or the level of achievement at the end of 
the year; time - 20 minutes; purpose - an achievement test 
me a suring the general science information possessed and t he 
ability to apply that informati on. 
Description.-- Each of the sce.les, Form R-1, Form i-2, 
and Form T-2, consists of 60 items of 5 - choice multiple 
respons e type,spread uniformly over a range of dif f icu lty 
of 3 P .E. or 30 s ca le po in ts of 0.1 P.E. each . These items 
are divided into three groups of 20 ite ms each . Forms S-2 
and T-2 are of eoual difficulty wi th a median score of 80 
sca l e po ints (8 P.E. above 0) f or ninth grade pupils v ho 
he.ve completed a year's Nor·k i n general science. Form R-1, 
l es s diff icult, has a me ~lan score of 90 scale points (9 
P . E . abo ve 0) for ninth grade ·9upil s who ha ve com~)leted a 
year' s work in general scienc e. 
These scales do not &.deq_uately cover the f i el d of 
genere.l science . 
fec tua l knowledg e . 
They are e meesure of the r e t entio n of 
1/ 
Curtis- wri tes t hat some of the items 
J)O.K.Buro s ,(l9LiO) op . cit. , p .l578 . 
in each of the scale s tests f actual information no t es-
ye ciall y significant or valuable. No a ttempt is made t o 
test f or growth in scientific reasoning, attitudes, and 
interests. There is no pictorial content, problem mater-
ial, or interpretive exercise in the test. 
Each of the scales is made up of a h page booklet, 
6" x 9", with printing on both sides of white paper. The 
answers to each item are listed horizontally under the 
item. 
Validitr.-- Over 400 general science material items 
were selected from an analysis of 18 textbooks and were 
reduced to multiple answer statements. An additional 100 
mu l tip l e ansi'Ter statements were submitted by the Teachers 
College, Columbia University. Thes e s t a tements were re-
d~ced to J OO items . From thA resulting preliminary test 
of JOO items we re later constructed t hr ee f ull s cales of 
60 i te :ns e2.ch. 
The origi nal test of JOO ite ms wss given to over 
10, 000 pupi l s in 22 l ar ge , medium and small scho ols. On 
the basis of these pupi~s test papers , the difficul ty 
of each of the 300 ite~a wa s evaluated ~ n terms of the 
perc ent of the total number of nupils d ~ ing each item 
correc t ly. Thes e perc ents of corre c t response s were then 
c on verted into P .E. val ues of a normal distribut ion. 
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All the items were then evalua.ted in terms of the above 
P.E. values. 
Reliability.-- A P.E. of estimation of 2 sc a le p oints 
is &pproxiruately c orrect for these saales. This i s equi-
va lent to saying that pupil s taking one of the se scales 
will , on bei ng re~es te d with the same or another form , 
in 50 percent of the cases secure scores varying not more 
than 2 ooints from their first score. 
Each scale wa.s mfl.de up of 60 i·tems spread uniformly 
over a range of diffi culty of 3 P.E. or JO sc a le point s 
of O.l .P.E. each. Two items of equal difficulty were 
placed at each scale point of O.l.P.E. level. The items 
were arranged in orde r of· difficulty, the first two being 
easiest, the next two being O.l.P.E. more d ifficult, etc. 
Administration.-- The time on each scale is 20 minutes . 
On each of the scales there are 60 items of 5 - choice 
response type . The last is so constructed t ha t it cannot 
be split up and given at different times. Since this is 
a scale test, the writer feels that the time of 20 minutes 
is adequate. 
The directions are clear and simple. They are printed 
directly on the test blank. 
The student must have two well sharpened pencils and 
a good eraser. 
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Scoring.-- The students must underline the correct 
response of the 5 - choice responses listed horizontally 
below the statement, making that statement a true state-
ment. A printed scoring key is provided for each form of 
the test. The manual also provides the teacher with de-
tailed directions for checking errors and computing pupil 1 a 
scores. This method of scoring is an unfortunate one, as 
much time i s consumed in correcting the tests. It wo uld 
be more efficient to provide a special pupil answer sheet 
and a cut-out s tenci l scoring key . 
Interpretation.-- Norms are pr ovided in t he form of 
percentiles and raw scores for the scales , they being the 
same f or each of the scal es. The tables show this percen-
tile ranking of scores between 46 (t he lowest possibl e 
score is L!-6}.- ) and. 116 ( the l1.ighest possible score ) rn.~u:J, e by 
1700 ninth gr.s_de pupils '!tJho hc;_d ~eJ<:: en science one yea_r . 
Reviewer ' s Conclusions.-- The test manual states that 
the purpose of the teet is to measure the general science 
informa.tion possessed e~1.d. the ability to &ypl y that infor-
mation . The tent fails to fulfi ll its nurpose in 
measures the retention of factual knowledge only. 
that it 
I t fails 
to measure the pupil ' s growth in sc ienti f ic r easoning , 
attitudes, and interests. There is muc h duplicati on in 
the scales, and there is only one f orm of each s c ale . 
1/ 
Noll- wri tes that the outcome of studie s o~ s cale tests leave 
a serious doubt as to their va lue . 
Refe::-ences 
O.K.Buros (19 hO ) op.cit., p .l578. 
17Ibid. , pl-1578 . 
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7. McDOUGAL GENEH.AL SCI ENCE TEST 
19L~l; published by the Bureau of Educational Heasui'e-
ment, Kanse.s State Teachers College at Emporie_; author -
Clyde R. McDougal; cost - per packege of 25 (directions 
and key included) .90, f.o.b. Emporia, ~ 1.05 postpaid: in 
quantiti es less t han 25, test .05, directions .05, key .OJ: 
specimen ~ set .20 postpe_id; Teet I on completion of one 
semester 's i'iork, fol'ms A and B; Test II on completion of 
a year 1 swork, forms A and B; time- 40 minutes; purpose-
an achievement test in higl1. school classes pursuing work 
in a first cour se in general science. 
Description.-- Test I, form A consists of 170 responses 
divided as follows: 
Part 1. 12 statement s each ~ith 5 true - false responses 
Pal''t 2. £56 . multiple choice questions ee.ch 'ttJi th L!-response 
answers 
Part J. 59 matching items 
Test II, f orm B consists of 160 responses divtded as 
follows: 
Part 1. 9 statements each i.Vi th 5 true-false completions 
Part 2. 60 multiple choice questions each v.fi th 4 re-
sponse answers 
Part J. 55 matching items 
These tests do not adequately cover the field of general 
scienc P. The items are l oaded with verbal and memory facts. 
No attempt is me.de 'to test f or growth in scientific reason i ng, 
attitudes , and interests. There is no pictorial content, 
problem material or interpretive exercise in the test. 
Tes t I, form A and B, and Test II, form A and B, are 
constructed iri a like manner. The test is printed in a 
2-sheet, h-page . booklet on both sides of white paper. The 
answers in eac h part are placed in parentheses to the left 
of the particular- items. 
Validity.-- The di stribution 6f the content of the 
divisions of this test was based on an anal yt ical study, 
student errors and pre liminary editions, and constructive 
criticisms made by scienc e teechers . 
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Reliability.-- The reliability coeffici ent of each 
division of the test is approximately . 90. The P .E. of 
scores for Test I is Ll·. 90 , and for Test II, h . l1.2. The P.E. 
median of the two divis i ons respect ively is . Jh a nd . 28 . 
Administration.-- The time on each test is 40 minutes. 
On Test I there are 170 responses and on Test II there are 
160 responses. The test is so constructed that it cannot 
be spli t up c..nd given at different ti.mes. 
The dir ecti ons are clear and simple. They are printed 
directly on the test blank . 
The student must have two well sharpened penc ils and a 
gooc_ eraser. 
Scoring.-- The s tudents must place the answers in 
parenthese s to the left of the questions. A pr inted scoring 
key is provided f ~ r each form of the test. This method of 
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scoring is an unfortunate one, as much time is consumed in 
correcting the test s. It woul d be more effic~ent t o provide 
a a~ec ial sheet on which to pl ace the answers &nd a cut-out 
s tenci l scor ing key. 
Interpreta tion.-- Norms a re provided in the form ~ f 
p erc entile s and raw sc ores for each of the four forms . The se 
norms 1j1Jere computed from 11, 822 student scores w1J.i ch 1}1!e re 
rep orted by 514 coop erating schools in the four nation-wide 
Every Pupil Scho lars h~n testing programs of the 19 40- 19~1 
and 19bl-19b2 school year . There is a l so a scale for 
t ransle.ting the ne.rcent ile score s into school marks . 
Re vi ewer's conclus ions .-- This is a test of rec~l l of 
facts and simple general izations. This is a test of memo r y . 
This test is not useful for the teacher wishing to a~praise 
the s tudent ' s gr owth in scientific reasoning, attitudes, 
1/ 
and interests. The ·writer agrees rrri th Thelam- who states 
" the most serious difficulty with these tes ts is not that 
they are poor tests f or the behaviors they appraise but 
rather that the behavi ors they B.:r>praise t::,re per se of 11 ttle 
signific&nce for general education". 
References 
O. K.Buros (19h9 ) op. c i t . , p . 576 . 
l/0 .K. Buros ( 19L'-9) ·-op .c i t. , p . 576 . 
8 . NA'I'IO HAL ACHIEVEHEN 7 TESTS. GENERAL SCIENCE TES T. 
( For gr ad es 7-9, inclusive) 
1939, 1950 ; publi shed l.;y the Acorn Pr1_bllshing Comp.s.ny 
at Ro cltvi l le Center, Nevi York; autho rs - Robert K. Speer , 
Les te r D. Crow , a nd Samuel Smith; c os t - per package of 
25 ( manual of d irec tions and key included ) ~ 2.25 net : 
spe c imen test set ~~ . 50 p os tpe. i d ; t\•.10 compe.r2.ble fo rms , 
Fo rm A and Form B; non-timed - approximate l y 35 - L'-0 
minutes ; purpose - t o mea sure the s t ud ent's knowledge of 
scient ific c onc epts, ability t o identi fy ob jects f rom 
illustretions , recognition of i mportent men of science , 
ab ili ty to define specific t ~rms, know l edge of use s of 
objec ;~ s ; and mastery of s cientifi c facts. 
De s cription.-- There are t1vo com:y:>arable forms , A a nd 
B, each comprising 120 i terns d:t vided as fo llows : 
Part 1. 20 multiple response ~-choice items on general 
c oncepts 
Pa rt 2. 20 items on i d e ntifications 
Part J. 10 matching it ems on associetion 
Part }J. 
· • 15 matching ite ms on words a nd definitions 
Pctrt 5. 20 matching items on uses 
Part 6. 35 mult iple response L'- cholce items on misc el-
le.n eou.s facts . 
These tests do not adequate l y cover t he fiel d of general 
sci e nce . The tests messure the mere memory of spe cific 
s c i en t ifi c fac ·t s . No tr'...le a tt empt is made t o test for groi'Jth 
in sci entific reaso ning, a tt itude s , a nd i ntere s ts. There is 
no probl em material or interpretative exerc ise in the test 
a nd the diagrams are no ~ sufficiently clea r. 
Each of the fo rms, c onstructed in like manner, is Drlnted 
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on a 6-page booklet on bo t h sides of white paper . The 
answers f Jr Part s 1 and 6 are listed be l ow the item and 
for Parts 2, J ,b and 5 are listed on a line to the ri ght 
of the queotion or item. 
1/ 
Valio.i ty . -- Hunter- 't'Jri tes that if vie consider lcnow-
ledg e wi t hout practical applicati on as good, t hen the test 
is excellent. I f the objec tive of this test is t o measure 
for simple fe.c tual !-cno~-vle d g- e v.r i thout the appl ica tton of 
pri ncip les, then this i s a well- balanced t est. I f the 
obje c t ive of t his t est, ho1-1ever , is co measure the i rnpor-
tant outcomes of science teaching, then this test is not 
valid . 
Reliability .-- The reliability coeffic ient of the test 
is .93. The test manual gives no data as to how this 
reliabil ity coefficient was determined . 
Administration .-- Although this test is not a time 
limit test , the time g enerally te.ken is 35 - · 40 minutes. 
On each of the test forms there are 120 items divided into 
sLx parts as shown 9revi ouely . The test is so constructed 
that it cannot be spli t up and given a t di f feren t times . 
The direc ti ons are clear and si..mple . They a re printed 
d i r ectly on the tes t blank . 
The student must have a well sharpe neo. pencil. 
1/0.K . Buros (1940) op . cit ., p.l602. 
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Scoring.-- For Par ts 1 and 6 the st udent must underline 
the correct answe r listed below each questi on. For Parts 
2, J, 4 and 5 t he student must select the correct e.n s~er 
and wr i te i t on the line after each question. No a nswer 
f orm is ne eded t o score P~rts 1 a nd 6 . The c ode word f or 
t hese par ts is 11 forget 11 • If t he :ou;_: >:ll ha s unc1ersc 0red an 
a nswer pr ec eded by 8 lett ei' in t he ·word 11 forget" his answe r 
is correct . A pri nted scoring key is provided for Parts 
2, J, h and 5. Thi s me thod of sc oring is e.n unfortuna t e 
one, as much time is c onsumed in co r recting the t ests. It 
would b e mor8 efficient t o p rovide a spec i al sheet on which 
to p l a ce the answers 2nd a bu t-out stencil scoring key. 
Interpretation . -- Norms are provided in the form of 
g rad e p lacement median scores ranging from a median score 
of 38 f or grade 7 month 0 to 73 for grade 9 month 9. No 
data is given in the manual a s to the derivation of these 
norms. 
Reviewer's Conclusi ons.-- This test measures the mere 
memory of specific scientific facts. The test is not use-
ful f or t he t eacher wishing to appraise the s t ud ent ' s gr owth 
in scientifi c r easoning , attitudes, a nd interests. The 
diagrams in Part 2 are no t clear and they t end to introduc e 
the element of guessing . Part 5, rat her than testing f or 
t he student's k nowledge in the u s e of t hings scientific, 
measures only the knowledge of the functions of these 
1/ 
things. Curtis- writes that tests of this type mu s t 
rap idly yield to tests measuring more important out-
comes of science teaching. 
References 
O.K. Buras (19hO) op . cit., p. 1602 
1/Ibid., p. 1602. 
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9. READ GENEHAL SCIENCE TEST 
1951; pub lished by the World Book Company at .Yonkers-
on-Hudson, NevJ Yor k; author - John G. Read; cos t - per 
package of 25: . 80 net: specimen s et .35 ~ostua i d ; two 
c omparable forms , Form Ai,i and Form Bl-1 ; time-\r.rorking L•O 
minutes; ove r -all administration 45-50 minutes; pur pose -
to measur e the extent to whic h students have a bhieved 
the lmporta.nt obJec t ives of e. hlgh schoo l course in 
ge neral science. 
Descrip tion.-- r.rhere al"e tv-Io compara.ble for·me, P .• l!l ana. 
Bivi , eaci1 comprising 75 test items of multiple cho ice 5-
response questions. The fields covered a nd the relat ive 
empha,sis given each are as fo llows: 
1. Physics Li-2% 
2. Biology - 28% 
.3 • . Chemistry - 4?~ 
L1-. Ge neral - 265~ 
This test measures not only the basic facts and prin-
ciple s of the ·physical sci ences, but al so their applica-
tions in problem-solving si tuations. This test measures, 
also the pupil's growth in scientific reasoning and 
attitudes . There is an abundance of p ictorial cont ent 
and pl'O blem- s olving diagrams scattered ·throughout the 
test . 
:B"' orm Alvi and Form Bl'•I , constructed in like manner, 
consist of a ?-page test bool.clet of white paper with 
print ing on both sides. These test booklets are non-
exp endable, all student responses being rec.orded on sepa-
rete answer sheets. 
Validitv.-- Most of the elements measured may be 
justified both in terms of fre quency of inclusion in 
commo nly used testbooks and on the basis of expert j udge-
ment a s to importance. In determining the validit y of 
the test the following sourees were utilized: 
1. Eleven widely used textbooks. 
2. Representa tive st&te curricula and samples of 
courses of study prepared under the direction 
of outstanding cons ultants in the field of science 
education. 
J. National Society for the Study of Education. 
Thirty-first Yearbook, Part I. A Program of Teach-
, 
ing Science. Public School Publishing Corupany,l9J2. 
LJ. National Society for the Study of Education. -~o.r.t;}'!­
sixth Yearbook, Part I. Science Education in Ameri-
can Schools~ University of Chicago Press, 1947 
lt,o llowing the above curriculum research, three experi-
mental forms of 90 items each were administered near the 
close of school to gro up s of students in 12 high schools 
in e i ght s-.:ates . Approximately 1600 st 1J.Ci.ent s with a mean 
I.Q. of 102 per the Terman-McNemar Test of Abilitv took 
the expe rimental forms of the test . 
Difficulty and validity indices were computed f or each 
i t em on the tes t. The mean validi ty index of the test 
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i terns in Form AM is . L! 2 and in Fo r m BH, • l.!-J. 
On the basis of these indices the two forms were con-
structed with the general objectivas of science teaching 
rep resentatively covered. 
Reliability.-- A corrected split-half reliabllity 
coefficient of .88 was obtained on the test based on 179 
general science students in one community . An alternate-
form reliability coefficient of • 85 "~>Jas be. sed on ad minis-
trati on of both Forms M1 and BM to 166 stuG.e nts i n one 
community with an interval of less than a week betw~en 
the succe ss ive administrations. These reliability co-
efficients may be regarded as adequate for this type of 
p o~._rer test. 
The standard error of measurement is 4.6 standard 
score points. This mean s t h~t there are two chances in 
three that an individual's score on the test does not 
diffsr by more than h.6 points from his hypothetical 
true s core. 
Administration.-- The working time on each test is 
40 minutes. The over-all adminis t ration time on each 
test is approximately 50 minutes. On Form .A.t\1. and Form 
BM there are 75 items of multiple choice - 5-response 
~uestions. The t est is so constructed that it cannot be 
split up and given at different times. 
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The directions are clear and simpl e. They are printed 
d irectly on the test blan1c and on the pupil 1 s ans~Jer sheet . 
Extensive and clear directions for administering t he test 
are g iven in the test manual . 
Each student will need a copy of the test booklet, a 
copy of the separat e answer sheet, scratch paper, two 
s oft-lead pencils , a nd an eraser. If the answer she ets 
are t o be sc ored by machine, a spec i al electrographic 
penci l must be furnished to each pupi l. 
Scoring .-- The students mu s t p l a ce thei r answers on a 
copy of the s eparate an swe r sheet. A perforated stencil 
type of scoring key adaptable to ei ther hand or machine 
scoring is provided for eac h form of the test. Detailed 
directions for both hand and machine scoring are presented 
i n th e tes t ma nual. Searing is thus aecomplished accurate-
ly and rapidly. 
Interpretation.-- The test ra1'J scores are conve r ted to 
standard seores having a me e n of 102 and a s t2ndard devia-
ti on of 12 .5. End of the year norms are provided in the 
form of percentiles corresDonring to standard scores on 
. t hts tes t. These norms are to be us ed in interpreting 
the results of tests ad. mlnistered at the end of one year 
of instruction i n ge neral science . The perc entile r~mk 
corresponding t o a given standard sco r e indicates t he 
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percent of the national normative group 1"1hich had scores 
equal to or less than a g iven standard score. The norms 
are based on the te st being administered to 3947 s tudent s 
in 56 schools representing 22 scattered statee. 
Revi ewer's Conclusions.-- This is an excellent achieve-
ment test i n general science in tha t it meesures not only 
the basic facts and principles of the p hysical sciences, 
but a lso their applications in problem-solving s :ttuations. 
This test , to summarize, affords s_ valid , obj ect.i ve measure-
ment of achievement in general scj.ence for the individual 
s t udent. 
H.eferences 
J. G. Read , "Construc t ion and Evaluation of a New General· 
Science Te st 11 , Science Education (December , 1951)35:262-266 . 
CHAPTEH VI 
SUI-ilv!AHY, CONCLUSIO N'S A~TD RECO HHENDATIONS 
RES 'I'ATEMENT 01', THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of this investigation is (1) to bring up 
to date a review of the research on testing in the field 
of general science in the secondary school, and (2) to 
review a reuresentative number of sta ndardized tests 
which have been constructed in general science since 19JB. 
SUMl\'lAI\Y OF' ':CECHNI Q,UES Eiv.LPLOYED 
Review of the research.-- The educational literature 
was s c rutinized for e ll refere nces to research in testing 
in general science. These references were t hen investi-
gated with digests made of the pertinent research. An 
org£,ni zed pre s ente.tion of the comoiled mate r ia l ~\T e. s pre-
pared. 
Work on standardi zed tests.-- A lis t of s tandardized 
te s ts i n genera l sci ence construc t ed s ince 1938 was obtai ned . 
Thes e tests we r e t hen secured fro m t he t est Dublishers. A 
s tudy was me de of t h.e l i terat t1.1" 8 i n t esting e.nc. me a. sure-
ments to obta in e. set of crit eria to be used in judging 
or r e viewing e te st. After a set of crit eria had been 
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establi shed the st£ndardi ze d ~ e sts were revi ewed with t he 
crt te~ia as a bs sis . 
SUlVIHA...~Y OF THE FI NDI NGS 
Research in general science testing.-- There has no t 
bee n much rese a rch done in test i ng in g eneral scienc e . 
Several worth'll'r hile i o.e es have bPen f.td vanc ed, b '.l t vr':ether 
or not t hey heve been carr ied out on a l erge sosle is a 
mat ter of conj ecture . Wessell me a s u r ed the contribution 
of a scienc e course to thP deve l 0Dme n t of the sc i ence 
at ~ itude . The len mea sured t he abi li ty to app l y the prin-
cip les of' p hy s i cal sc i ences . Smith d etermined the re la-
tionship ~e tween t ~e ability to rec ~ll facts , the ab ility 
t o r easan and the mea sured intellig ence. Alpern determined 
t he degree of ability of high schoo l students to test 
sc i e nti fic hypothesis . Read eons tructed a non-verbal 
test to mees ure the abi lity of student s to think in the 
sc i entific method. Edwards constructed t ests t o measure 
the aoili t y of students to think cl"'itice.lly. Angel l and 
P.aso r advo ca ·l: ed a new app roe.ch to the teachi ng-lee.rn i.ng 
s i t ue.tion . 
Stande.rdi zed tests . -- I t is t he c.iJ. t hor ' s be ll e f thHt 
in t he field of standardized tests in science wi thin the 
last ten ye a rs , the leade r shl ~ ha s b een teken firs t by 
the Educa ti onal Test i ng Servi ce, Cooperative Test Division, 
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and seco nd b y the Division of Test Rese a rch and Ser vice, 
~·f orld Bo ok Co mp any. These tests are by f a r t~e be st the 
a u thor has seen 1n t he f ield of ge n eral science. 
CO NCLUSIONS 
As t he reviews of tests heve ind ic at ed, t he bes t 
standardi ze d t e sts in genPral science are those issued b y 
the Educationa l Te s ting Service, Co operative Test Division, 
and t he Division of Te st Re search and Service, World Bo ok 
Company. Other sta.ndardized t ests p ublishec1 in t he last 
ten y e a rs have failed to set i sfy the objectives for 
scienc e i nstruction ou tli n ed in Chapter One. 
There has not b een much research done in testing in 
g ene ral s cie n ce. The on l y means of imp roving tests is 
b y pains ta~cing , exhau s tive, constructive resea rch. I t 
i s e nc ouraging to s e e research of t h e type enga g ed i n 
b y Wessell, Thelen, Smith, Alp ern, Read, and Edwar d s; 
but t he r e is a n e ed for more de taJ.le d s t ndy of t h e pro-
blems i nvolved in tes t ing i n science . 
RECOMlvlENDATIONS 
1. I t is re c ommended that t he various test publ i shers 
become e ngage d in a n e nli g htene d p rogram of sci e nce test 
c ons truction. The c urrent sci enc e test, wi t h the except ion 
of the tss ts published by the Educational Te sting Service, 
Cooperative Test Division and t he Division o f 7 e st Researc h 
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and Service, World Book Company, embody only the re ca ll 
of 1:\:no\·r l edge, ignoring completely the aspects ct :oupi l 
t hi nking. More emphasis must be plac ed upon scientific 
unde rst anding and reasoning. On a discussion of the 
1/ 
espects of pupil t h~L nking Smith e.nd Tyler- report the 
fo llo v-r ing: 
"The chief feature of ell thes e t ests is the 
extent t o which they make possible a description 
of a student ' s thinking ability in terms of,a t 
leas t ,t entative answer s to a s eries of questions 
which e.re qtli te ge neral and comprehensive. 
Succes s ful performance dep ends relatively little 
compared 11Vi th the usua:W· achievement test , upon 
kno'~<'.rledge of rn=:. Pt icular bodies of s ubject-matter 
c ontent, and relatively much upon broad princi-
ples of sci ence and of sciemce thinking .. .. 11 
2. lvtore definite obj ec t i ve s should_ be formul a teo_ in pre-
paring gene ral science tests . 
J. Inves t i gation of t he pre.cticabillty of establishing 
ci r culat ing libraries of tes t items at the hi gh school 
level , should be made. 
h . Additional studies should be carried out t o determine 
wha t abi lities should be meaS 'lr ed in s ci ence t es ts, ho't'l1 
best to mea s ure them, and what the re la t i onshins are 
between the m, if any. 
1/E.R. Smith and R.W.Tyl er , nQlcit., p . 156. 
APPENDIX 
The following is a list of test publishers whose 
tests were analyzed: 
Acorn Publishing Company 
Rockville Center, Jew York 
California Test Bureau 
5916 HollyTJJood Boulevard 
Los Angeles, California 
Cooperative Test Division 
Educational Testing Service 
20 Nassau Street 
Princeton, New Jersey 
Bureau of Educational Measurements 
Kansas St a te Teachers College 
Emporia, Kansas 
Public School Publishing Company 
509-513 North East Street 
Bloomington, Illinois 
World Book Company 
Roger T. Lennon, Director 
Division of Test Research and Service 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York 
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